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INTRODUCTION
Illicit traffic in art and antiquities is by no means a
new phenomenon, but its role in facilitating international insecurity is increasingly appreciable. As
described in the EU’s 2020 Security Union Strategy,
‘trafficking in cultural goods has become one of the
most lucrative criminal activities and a source of
funding for terrorists as well as organised crime’ (1).
The so-called Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS),
the radical jihadist group that has perpetrated or inspired some of the deadliest terrorist attacks on EU
Member States in recent years, is known to have
institutionalised this traffic as a source of fiscal income. Despite growing awareness of this fact, the
wider ways in which the legitimate art market can
be exploited for nefarious purposes such as sanctions
evasion and money laundering are relatively understudied. Closer scrutiny of the art market – a grey
economic arena that can utilise licit methods and legitimate actors to produce illicit money – is an important step in combating the major security threat
that stems from the link between organised crime
and terrorist groups (2). This Brief examines four ways
in which the art market serves illicit groups: money
laundering; financial accumulation in safe havens
like freeports; commercialisation through galleries
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Summary
›

The traditionally secretive and underregulated nature of the art market makes
it uniquely exposed to financial crime.
Attempts to regulate the risk of money
laundering and terrorism financing have
not sufficiently taken into consideration
many of the art market’s inherent vulnerabilities to fraud and exploitation.

›

Unlike any other legitimate market, the
culture of confidentiality in the art market
coupled with the use of secrecy jurisdictions facilitates an intermixing of legality
and illegality.

›

Reliable evidence exists of organised criminals, terrorist organisations and militias
taking advantage of the opacity of the art
market to fund their illicit activities.

›

EU Member States could consider various
measures to combat art trafficking, including stiffer criminal penalties and specialised police units dedicated to cultural
property crimes.
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and auction houses of cultural objects tainted by illegality; and use of cultural objects as collateral and/or
payment for drugs or weapons. It assesses the structural factors that facilitate these processes, particularly the market’s commercial, valuation, authentication, transport and legitimation dynamics.

PARTICULARITIES OF
THE ART MARKET
This section analyses the characteristics and conditions of the art market that are of interest to illicit
groups, and which differentiate it from conventional
and illicit markets. The art market boasts an opaque
and complex set of interlocking aesthetic and economic systems, each made discrete by its own range
of codes, conventions and relationships. Its relative informality and prized confidentiality hinder its
transparency. The value of global sales in art and antiquities was an estimated USD 50.1 billion in 2020 (3),
yet the art market is considered an anomaly in terms
of the strict standards of transparency and regulation typically expected of multi-billion dollar international markets. The following outline of art market
dynamics will reveal intermixing streams of legality
and illegality, which make it particularly conducive to
covert crime (4).

Linked to the question of documentary evidence is
the importance of authenticity in the art market.
Unlike gold, imitations of which are relatively easily identified, the modes of authentication in the art
market are dually subject to legitimate mistake and
manipulation. Independent art experts are not accredited by any specific training programmes nor are
they regulated. The title connoisseur tends to accrue
to an expert over the years they devote to the study
of a particular artist. The potential for manipulation
of this process is striking. There is an eagerness to
hail forensic research as a ‘magic bullet’ for proving
attribution, but technical analysis is itself left open to
the varying interpretations of experts in that field (7).
These specificities of the art market, and particularly
its higher end, have resulted in the illicit trade in cultural objects often being facilitated by ‘professional
enablers’. These can include restorers, scholars, collectors, museum curators, art storage personnel and
auction houses.

Cultural objects are also portable by nature, meaning they can easily be moved across borders without
attracting the attention of regulators (unlike money
in a bank account). Antiquities can be disguised as
souvenirs or ancient necklaces worn as regular jewellery, while larger cultural objects can be dismantled
into smaller parts that would not raise the suspicion
of a non-expert. A common evidential challenge in
cases involving cultural objects is therefore the identification of an object as a valuable work of art or cultural property. Moreover, illegally excavated objects
Cultural objects (5) (unless they are forgeries) are not
are unlikely to have been recorded anywhere, which
illegal per se but instead can be tainted by illegality,
complicates the identification process. A 2019 study
which is difficult to prove as it depends on origins
showed that we have known origins for less than 2 %
and landmark dates. Unlike other highly priced asof antiquities sold on the German market, a figure
sets, cultural objects rarely come to market with a
that is further reduced to 0.4 % for Iraqi antiquicomplete ownership history. Instead, these items
ties (8). Effective enforcement therefore requires the
have ‘provenance’, which can be
creation of dedicated police units,
understood as a record of the obsuch as Italy’s patrimony police –
urrent
ject’s prior ‘social life’ and its wider
the Carabinieri TPC (or ‘Carabinieri
enforcement
cultural and social significance,
Art Squad’). The reliability of
such as its exhibition history. If an
and evidential
INTERPOL’s Stolen Art Database deartwork has complete or near compends upon improved international
challenges weaken
plete provenance, it will often be of
cooperation as INTERPOL only repenal punishments
greater value than would be the case
ceives annual information on culturfor cultural objectsif the documents attesting its proval property theft from less than half
enance were missing (6). The lamenrelated crime.
of its States Parties (9). INTERPOL’s
table corollary is that these proverecently launched ID-Art app will
nance documents can be falsified.
hopefully empower a wider range of
The documents accompanying antiquities often cite,
people to identify stolen artworks and cultural heritfor example, a private collection acquiring the object
age crimes (10). Nonetheless, the current enforcement
in 1969 (prior to the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the
and evidential challenges weaken penal punishments
Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
for cultural objects-related crime.
Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural
Property). Unlike the trade in illicit drugs or arms,
The variability of art pricing is another lure for illicit
which are typically sold on the black market, cultural
actors – fine art is more subject to sharp escalations
objects can be more visibly advertised and sold bein price than other commodities because value can
cause of the difficulty in proving the illicit acquisition
suddenly be boosted by subjective intangibles such
of a particular object.
as personal taste. The task of customs officials and
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law enforcement officers seeking to detect money
laundering in a case of someone transferring money by overpaying another for a painting is severely
complicated by the art market’s hard-to-quantify
trends and inherent subjectivity. For example, if an
ill-intentioned purchaser pays USD 35 million for
a fine art masterpiece that they may have bought
for USD 25 million just in order to move their illicit
money, the ancillary profit could be reasoned away
by subjective factors that affect value without raising suspicion. Moreover, the average customs official
would struggle to differentiate an amateur painting
from many high-value artworks such as those by
Jean-Michel Basquiat, for example. This is unsurprising given that the art market itself tolerates or
even invites the question ‘what is art?’ (11).
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as those in arms or drugs, wherein profit levels are
high but so too is the risk of prosecution and incarceration. The art market is therefore one of low risk
but high reward for organised criminals, terrorists
and militias, as illustrated by various examples below.

THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THE ART MARKET
AND INTERNATIONAL
SECURITY
The Brief has traced how the characteristics and conditions of the ‘grey’ art market make it especially
amenable to transnational crime. Terrorist involvement in the looting of cultural objects has been described as characterised by a ‘dual-exploitive approach’ because removing and trafficking cultural
heritage both supports terrorists’ ideological objectives and generates income (16). For ISIS, the looting
and sale of antiquities not only generated funds but
also served to eliminate vestiges of the pre-Islamic
period in Mesopotamia (17). For similar reasons,
UNESCO has issued warnings about potential damage
to and looting of Afghanistan’s cultural heritage following the Taliban’s recent takeover (18). In contrast,
organised criminal groups are concerned with profit
rather than ideological objectives (19).

Share of high
net worth collectors

Share
of highlevel
netinworth
collectors
By expenditure
2020, %
By expenditure level in 2020, %

OVER $1M
OVER $100K
The resulting paucity of prosecutions and convictions
25
67
is also linked to the fact that the majority of European
art markets are subject to civil law, wherein the deData: Art Basel & UBS, 2021
struction and theft of artworks is criminally prosecuted but possession of stolen works is not (12). Civil
law jurisdictions – such as France and Switzerland –
protect bona fide purchasers over the interests of dispossessed owners (13). Common law jurisdictions,
conversely, prefer the dispossessed owner from
whom the artwork was stolen (14). In a move to harThe connection between sanctions evasion and the
monise international law pertaining to restitution
art market has been described as ‘non-negligible due
claims, the 1995 International Institute for the
to certain features of the art market’ (20). Illicit actors
Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) Convention on
can use shadowy corporate entities known as ‘shell
Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects precompanies’ and the norms of the art
scribed the stricter standard for
market to launder money and store
purchasers of due diligence rather
he
art
market
is
it in cultural artefacts, which are
than good faith, but key market
less detectable than other assets.
one of low risk
countries such as Belgium, the
Netherlands
and
the
United
but high reward
In 2019, a top Hizbullah financier
Kingdom have not ratified it (15). This
for organised
was found to have circumvented
weak deterrence puts the illicit trade
criminals,
terrorists
United States’ sanctions through
in cultural objects into stark conhigh-value
art
purchases (21).
and militias.
trast with other illicit trades, such
Evidence of this art-related security

Money laundering, sanctions evasion
and financial accumulation

T
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illicit money has been laundered
The RotenbergHow
Case
through the art market

How illicit money has been laundered through the art market
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risk was corroborated by a US Senate report on the art
industry as part of an investigation into the effectiveness of sanctions imposed against Russia for its invasion of Ukraine and annexation of Crimea (22). The report relates primarily to Russian oligarchs Arkady and
Boris Rotenberg, who were sanctioned for their close
ties to Russian President Vladimir Putin and significant profits that they derived from Crimea-related
construction projects. The report maintains that the
Rotenbergs continued to participate in US financial
systems, post-sanctions, through high-value art
transactions.
4

The Rotenbergs had employed an art advisor to facilitate their purchase of artworks. Title to their artworks was subsequently assigned to shell companies, the ultimate beneficial owner (UBO) of which
is extremely difficult to trace, thus affording the
Rotenbergs additional anonymity. By considering
the art advisor as the principal rather than the agent
in the transaction, auction houses and private dealers could conduct client due diligence on the advisor
rather than on his undisclosed clients which included
the sanctioned Rotenbergs. The auction houses and
dealers therefore did not explicitly break any laws
but rather facilitated the exploitation of market loopholes. Over USD 18 million in art purchased in the
United States between March and November 2014 can
be traced back to shell companies either funded or
owned by the Rotenbergs. This demonstrates that
the art market can be used to undermine sanctions,
which are often considered a key tool for addressing
foreign policy and security challenges.
Many of the artworks purchased by the Rotenbergs
were moved into storage in Germany without raising suspicion. Objects can sit undetected for years in
storage, during which time provenance can be manipulated or assets exchanged beneath the radar of
the authorities. Looted cultural objects from conflict
zones are often ‘put on ice’ for a period in this way to
help ensure that they are brought to market when the
conflicts are no longer at the forefront of the public’s
mind (23). The attractiveness of freeports, in particular, has grown as cultural objects have increasingly
been portrayed as an asset class. Goods in freeports
are technically considered ‘in transit’, which allows owners to defer customs and tax liabilities on
their goods until they exit the freeport (24). Secrecy
is prized in freeports, with almost anyone typically being able to bring in goods on another’s behalf
without needing to disclose the UBO (25). Moreover,
the registered value of a good often only depends on
self-declaration, thus providing extensive room for
over- or undervaluation (26).
The amenability of freeports to transnational crime
is exemplified by the Medici case, in which Swiss police discovered that Italian art dealer Giacomo Medici
had been storing around 3 000 antiquities in Geneva
freeport that had been looted in Italy and smuggled
into Switzerland (27). Medici had used the privacy of
the freeport to establish false provenance for the
objects. He then obtained legal Swiss export documents for the items, which often wound up for sale
on legitimate art markets in the United States and
Europe. He then organised for ‘straw buyers’ to repurchase the items on his behalf and send them back
to Switzerland. Many of the objects concerned were
acquired by elite institutions such as the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. This complex process created provenance for the objects, effectively laundering them of
their illicit origins and enabling Medici to market the
works to collectors. The EU now treats freeports and
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art traders as ‘non-financial obliged entities’ (28). This requires freeport officials to
inform the relevant financial intelligence
units of any suspicious activity, conduct
customer due diligence and to maintain
records of UBOs. Switzerland has similarly amended legislation to enhance transparency within freeports (29). The role of
freeports in potentially facilitating cultural objects-related crime is underlined
by the United Kingdom’s announcement
of the creation of eight new freeports
as part of its post-Brexit trade strategy.
The UK government has said that it does
not intend to designate freeports for the
purposes of High Value Luxury Storage,
but stopped short of a firm commitment
never to use the freeports for art and antiquities storage (30). This is particularly
problematic given that the EU is a modest
art market compared to the three largest
markets – the United States, China and
the United Kingdom – which make up 82
% of total global sales by value and do not
have similarly constraining legislation (31).

Funding terrorist groups
and militias

Simplified explanation of the flow
of looted antiquities into the
legitimate art market
Triangulation is a common strategy to cover up the real
source of an unprovenanced cultural object. A, the real source
(MEDICI OR CRIMINAL GANGS for example), wants to sell to C (a
MUSEUM OR COLLECTOR). C does not wish to be seen as buying
from A so A passes the object to B, the ‘safe’ INTERMEDIARY
(usually but not always a dealer) who then ‘sells’ to C.
A key purpose of triangulation, and the structures in this
diagram, is to keep the end point of the chain (the actors that
represent demand in THE LEGITIMATE ART MARKET) ‘clean’.

PROFESSIONAL
ENABLERS

LEGITIMATE ART
MARKET

e.g. art dealers, auction
houses, etc.

e.g. collectors, museums

C

B

FREEPORT
Establish false provenance
for the object, with which to
obtain legal export
documents/conceal the
object/exchange
the object.

MASTERMINDS
e.g. individuals (Giacomo
Medici) or criminal gangs
(Italian Camorra maﬁa)

Funds and/or weapons
Cultural objects

TERRORIST
GROUPS/
MILITIAS
e.g. ISIS

A

STRAW
Periods of armed conflict, insurgency,
BUYERS
HEAD OF REGION
or terrorist activity make cultural reIndividuals who purchase the
Buyer from – and sometimes
sources significantly more vulnerable.
cultural objects on the
commissioner of – the
masterminds’ behalf and sell
supplier.
This has been evidenced in the 1980s by
back to them.
the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia profiting
from the illicit trade in cultural objects
as well as the Taliban and others doing
so in Afghanistan in the 1990s (32). More recently, the
reasonable grounds
SUPPLIERS
Free Syrian Army dug up and sold cultural objects
to suspect that the
e.g. local tomb robbers (tombaroli) or looters
(33)
for funds to purchase weapons . ISIS is reported
objects were removed
of cultural heritage/archaeological sites
to have controlled looting and trafficking through a
without the conpermit system, levying a 20 % khums tax on any prosent of their legiticeeds (34). One analyst thus argues:
mate owner or were
removed in breach of
‘In the transition from target to tool, the impornational or internatance of cultural property in international affairs
tional law. In 2018, the
has shifted from an issue of debate in foreign reCivilian Common Security
lations to a matter of practical consequence for
and Defence Policy (CSDP)
international security’ (35).
Compact, which was established
to strengthen the EU’s operational
The increasing connections being drawn between
capacity to address persistent instability
the illicit trade in cultural objects and terrorism fiand transnational threats, rightly cited the preservanancing were highlighted by UN Security Council
tion and protection of cultural heritage as an imporResolution (UNSCR) 2347 (2017), which stated that
tant dimension of security (39). UNSCR 2347 references
ISIS and groups associated with al Qaeda ‘are genan open question, namely to what extent terrorist
erating income from engaging directly or indirectgroups are actively involved in the looting and trafly in the illegal excavation and in the looting and
ficking of cultural objects or whether they merely
(36)
smuggling of cultural property’ . The EU similarly
facilitate the access of organised criminals. Reliable
adopted two ad hoc measures prohibiting trade in culempirical evidence of the scale of terrorist groups’
(37)
(38)
tural goods with Iraq
and Syria
where there are
profits from the illicit trade is also lacking (40). The
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available evidence nonetheless confirms a relationship between the
art market and terrorism financing:
‘It is a fundamental reality of the
trade that some of the money paid
in Europe for objects excavated in or
traded through territory controlled
by terrorist organisations must
“trickle down” to the organisations
involved’ (41). Those who justify inaction by querying the scale of the
phenomenon compared to other illicit sources of finance (oil, drugs,
weapons) risk losing sight of the
reality that a single cultural object
can attract a significant amount
of money (42), whereas to quote one
INTERPOL officer: ‘it only takes $10
to make a bomb’ (43).

Cultural
goods−related
actions
Cultural goods−related actions
Since 2011

Since 2011

2018

OPERATION SARDICA

2019

LOOTING LIBRARY ARCHIVES

seized more than 30 000 artefacts,
including Greek and Roman ceramics,
helmets, funeral urns, lamps, arrowheads
and spears – thought to be
either genuine or forged.

dismantled an organised crime group
suspected of stealing maps in the archival
collections of libraries throughout Europe.

BOOK THIEVES

15 suspects arrested in Romania and the
United Kingdom in an investigation into
the theft of 260 priceless antique books
from a warehouse in Feltham (UK).

OPERATION ATHENA II /
OPERATION PANDORA IV
19 000 stolen artefacts recovered

of ancient arts’ (49), which underlines
both the value of reputation to the
art market and the market’s unique
ability to utilise licit methods and
legitimate actors to produce illicit
money. Reliable evidence also exists of arms-for-art trading rings.
In 2016, the Italian Camorra mafia
and ‘Ndrangheta organised crime
group were found exchanging illegal arms for illicit antiquities from
Libya with ISIS (50). ISIS is known
to have received weapons such as
Kalashnikov rifles in exchange for
cultural objects, leading Italy’s then
interior minister Angelino Alfano to
conclude that ‘stolen artefacts […]
contribute to the GDP of terror’ (51).
Other areas deserving attention but
that are not analysed in this Brief
include online sales, art fraud and
forgeries, especially given that the
number of fake Syrian antiquities
for sale on the internet has skyrocketed since the proclamation of the
ISIS ‘caliphate’ (52).

The case for addressing the illicit
and 101 arrested.
trade in cultural objects is strengthened by research that reveals an intersection between different kinds
OPERATION PANDORA V
of illicit trades (44). Pre-existing traf- 2020
over 56 400 cultural goods seized and
67 arrests in an action involving 31
ficking routes for drugs and arms
countries.
have provided means for the illicit
export of cultural objects, such as in
Data: Europol, 2021
Guatemala where antiquities have
been found alongside marijuana
shipments (45). The alertness of terrorist groups to
different options for improving their finances as other sources of income dry up (46), coupled with the grey
nature of the cultural objects trade compared to other
trades, underlines the actual and potential relationship between the art market and security. Cultural
objects have also been used as collateral and payment
The art market is far from a legal void. A 2015 rein drug deals, replacing diamonds and bullion in the
port noted that, at the time, there were 167 laws and
latter case (47). Renowned artworks are rarely stolen
regulations that applied to the British art market (53).
for these purposes, as they would be too difficult to
Rather than being unregulated (54), the art market is
dispose of on the open market. Rather, artworks that
poorly regulated – the levels of due diligence underare less easy to trace and identify
taken in the art market are generare more readily used. Examples
ally inconsistent. Legislative loopather than being
might include cuneiform tablets,
holes allow criminals to ‘port shop’
unregulated,
which are mainly found in Iraq
– that is to say, to intentionally en(trade from which is largely prohibthe art market is
ter the legitimate art market at its
ited for protection purposes) but
most vulnerable entry points. There
poorly regulated.
could also reasonably be from a
is also a crucial lack of approprineighbouring country such as Jordan
ate tools, namely a comprehensive
(trade from which is permitted).
stolen art database. While the multitude of options
available for conducting due diligence – ranging from
Manipulation of provenance to circumvent such reInternational Council of Museums (ICOM) red lists to
strictions is illustrated by the case of Jaume Bagot
private stolen art databases and looted art registers
and Oriol Carreras Palomar. In 2018, they were ar– permits flexibility in determining what level of rerested and charged for their alleged role in jihadi tersearch is merited for an item, such a range of options
rorist financing by laundering and selling trafficked
undermines the efficiency of any of them.
antiquities from Libya (a conflict zone) and Egypt
on the European art market (48). Most of the purchase
The art market is, for the reasons outlined, subject
invoices had mislabelled the cultural objects as beto increasing scrutiny in the EU, the United Kingdom
ing from Turkey or Egypt rather than Libya. Bagot,
and the United States. The EU has to date partially
an art dealer, had been hailed as the ‘child prodigy
regulated the import of cultural goods such as art,

COMBATING
THE ILLICIT TRADE IN
CULTURAL OBJECTS

R
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collectibles, and antiquities through establishing a
new common definition of cultural goods, a more
rigorous certification system and a new licensing
system for the import of archaeological objects (55).
Doubts abound as to whether the EU regulation is
fit for purpose given that it relies on an extensive
amount of documentation about export dates and
chains of ownership that this Brief has already established is untypical of the art market (56). In any case,
the regulation will not be complete until an EU-wide
electronic database comes into effect, which is due by
28 June 2025. The database’s effectiveness for crime
detection will depend in part on greater investment
in the specialised training of customs and police officials, given the art market’s seemingly innate potential for manipulation of provenance and misclassification of objects. Importantly, Great Britain opted
post-Brexit not to adhere to the EU regulation, which
may make its art market more attractive due to a reduced financial and administrative burden (57). While
British dealers will remain subject to the rules when
selling cultural objects in the EU, the interconnectedness of the global art market makes policy incoherence a concern for the EU (58).
In 2018 and 2021, the EU and the United States respectively extended anti-money laundering reporting requirements for transactions to the art market,
making due diligence compulsory whenever the value
of a transaction or a series of related transactions is
equal to or greater than €10 000 (59). The institutional
discretion and secrecy of the art market, however,
may hamper the effectiveness of these changes. Art
lawyer Katie Wilson-Milne predicts a shift in transactions away from public auction towards private sales,
an area which she describes as not having seen ‘a real
cultural shift yet out of [the art market’s] kind of informality’ (60). As this Brief has argued, the art market
is a compliant victim of the crime that affects it.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
Art market norms have resulted in financial collaboration – unwitting or intentional – between art market participants, organised criminals and terrorists,
with potentially deadly consequences for humanity. The following considerations should be borne in
mind by policymakers as a way to manage this.
›

Strengthen criminal sanctions for possession and
sale of stolen cultural objects.

›

Regulate the role of art experts to prevent them
from legitimising false provenance. This is particularly important given that initial expert opinion will often serve as the basis for repeated sales
by galleries or exhibitions in museums, through
which purported legitimacy accrues.

›

Create a Europol Cultural Objects Unit. Europol
has, through Analysis Project Furtum and collaboration with the World Customs Organisation
(WCO) and Interpol, made notable progress in recent years such as the Pandora operation which
seized 56 400 cultural goods (61). The lack of a
dedicated cultural objects unit, however, hinders
a deeper understanding of the issue and ability to
fight the crimes effectively.
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